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Abstract
This paper proposes the use of a frequency converter used in the AC motor drives to build a fast charging battery converter

for electric vehicles (EV). The possibility of using semiconductor integrated modules with two-level inverters and diode

rectifiers for the construction of high power voltage DC/DC converters has been demonstrated. The DC voltage of the EV

battery during charging is obtained by rectifying the three-phase voltage of the PWM inverter. A 600 V DC microgrid was

used to power the inverter. Simulation tests of the DC/DC converter model were carried out. The results of simulation tests

were verified experimentally on a laboratory stand.

1 Introduction

The infrastructure for fast charging of large-capacity bat-

teries of autonomous work machines is an important factor

for their widespread use in industry. Lack of air pollution,

quiet operation and limited heating of the environment are

the basic features enabling the use of mobile machines

powered by energy accumulated in the battery in many

industries. The location of the fast battery charging station

in the immediate surroundings of the workplace of work

machines reduces the time required to charge their battery.

It is expected that the participation of people and classic

machines powered by internal combustion engines in the

principles of mining, agriculture and many other onerous

workplaces will be replaced by electric autonomous work

machines. Battery powered electric machines meet strin-

gent ecological requirements, safety and unattended oper-

ation. The use of artificial intelligence and machine

learning algorithms to control work machines is already

found even in household appliances.

In industry, drive frequency converters (FCs) are com-

monly used to power induction motors of adjustable speed.

Low-voltage FCs reach powers of 2 MW and are located in

the vicinity of motors, e.g. of pumps, belt conveyors, fans,

etc. (Danfoss 2016). Usually, each high-power motor is

powered by an individual frequency converter (Danfoss

2020). It can be argued that drive FCs are evenly dis-

tributed over the entire working surface of an industrial

plant. The plant’s AC network supplies energy to these

converters and is equipped with safeguards appropriate for

their nominal power.

The authors decided to use the existing industrial plant

power supply system to develop a battery charging station

for autonomous mobile work machines. For this purpose,

the functionality of drive FCs was expanded to the function

of fast charging according to a given charging strategy.

Battery charging with a current of 1C (the value of the

charging current resulting from the battery capacity spec-

ified in Ah, e.g. 200 Ah means 1C = 200 A), according to

the authors, it means fast charging, where the battery is

charged in 1 h. While charging with 3C or higher current is

ultra (super) fast charging, then the battery is charged in

20 min (GW 2020).

The paper proposes the use of 6-diode rectification to

obtain a constant voltage of battery charging, attaching to

the PWM inverter of drive FC. During battery charging, the

drive converter increases the basic harmonic’s frequency of

the rectified three-phase voltage, e.g. to 500 Hz, to mini-

mize the alternating components in the rectified voltage. To

ensure constant current of battery charging, the inverter
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control system sets the appropriate PWM modulation fac-

tor value and thereby controls the basic harmonic’s effec-

tive value of the rectified voltage.

The paper proposes the use of power integrated circuits

used in drive FC to develop a DC/AC/DC voltage con-

verter for fast and ultra-fast charging of EV batteries. The

proposed solution allows the supply of DC energy to

recharge the battery directly to the distributed charging

places of working machines’ batteries. Lack of side dis-

orders in the PWM modulation of the inverter – Differ-

ential-Mode (DM) and Common-Mode (CM) voltages

caused by rectifying the AC voltage in the built-in rectifier

in the integrated circuit—allows the distribution of DC

energy through cable carts or dedicated DC voltage lines to

distant charging stations for work machines’ batteries.

The paper is organized as follows: Sects. 2 and 3

describe respectively the local DC microgrid in the

industrial plant and the integrated circuits in drive FCs to

modifying and implementing in EV battery charging sta-

tions. Sections 4 and 5 describe respectively the Li-ion

battery set with DC/DC converter and usage of drive FCs

as a DC/AC/DC converter for fast charging of EV batteries.

Sections 5 and 6 provides the simulation results and the

experimental tests of DC/AC/DC converter. The conclud-

ing remarks are given in Sect. 7.

2 Local industrial 600 V DC microgrid

A 600 V DC network was proposed, because it is possible

to supply this voltage directly to the DC circuits of low-

voltage drive FCs. It was assumed that the industrial plant’s

AC power grid has the parameters of 3 9 400 V/50 Hz.

Other voltage levels require additional conversion. It is

possible to use the proposed solution in other microgrids,

e.g. AC or with other DC voltage levels.

Fast battery charging systems for autonomous electric

work machines should be integrated with industrial power

networks in such a way as not to increase the electricity

demand of the power system. This can be achieved by

using additional renewable energy sources and energy

storage (Marra 2013). Hybrid microgrids of DC voltage

provide the possibility of obtaining additional energy.

Figure 1 shows a local 600 V DC microgrid attached to the

intermediate circuits of voltage FCs, which has the fol-

lowing properties (Danfoss 2020; Marra 2013):

– relieves the power system and thus enables the

improvement of energy quality indicators,

– enables energy flow between drive frequency convert-

ers, which eliminates the need for power resistors

(braking resistors) to precipitate excess energy when

the induction motors are working as the generators,

– enables the use of energy storages,

– enables the use of the existing power supply system and

protections of drive frequency converters to supply fast

and ultra-fast converters for EV batteries charging,

– provides the possibility of locating charging stations

near drive frequency converters so that the charging

stations can be located near the places of use of electric

work machines (tractors, conveyors, bulldozers, etc.).

The ability to use a drive FC as a converter for fast

battery charging is the main purpose of this article. Drive

FCs provide controlling of effective value and frequency of

the motor stator phase-to-phase voltage. The voltage value

is controlled by the PWM inverter modulation factor and

the motor shaft speed is frequency dependent (Danfoss

2016).

Drive FCs can power drive sets in which some of them

work as generators. Figure 2 shows a multi-engine power

set in which one of the engines is an energy generator.

Fig. 1 Industrial hybrid 600 V DC microgrid to power drive FCs and

EV battery charging converters

Fig. 2 Multi-motor converter drive with a motor in the generator state

driven by a work machine
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During engine braking, its shaft can be driven by the

energy of a work machine, e.g. when braking a large

inertial mass (Danfoss 2020). When the motor is an AC

voltage energy generator, then the inverter converts the

energy into DC voltage and delivers it to the 600 V DC

micro grid. As a consequence, there is no need to disperse

this energy onto the braking resistors, which increases the

efficiency of the multi-motor drive system, Fig. 2.

3 Integrated circuits in drive FCs

Power integrated circuits for usage in the low-voltage drive

FCs typically contain a 6-diode rectifier and a two-level

inverter with power up to approx. 50 kW in single chip

(Danfoss 2016). Otherwise, the individual AD/DC (recti-

fier) and DC/AC (inverter) converters are placed in the

separate chips (Fuji Electric 2020; Semix 2020).

Power circuits of drive FCs are currently being built

using power integrated circuits. An example of the con-

struction of the power circuit for the FC of synchronous

and asynchronous motors is shown in Fig. 3. The inte-

grated circuit contains the converters making up the AC/

DC/AC drive converter: three-phase AC/DC diode recti-

fier, brake chopper to control the resistor current of brake

chopper to control the resistor current of excess energy

discharge to protect excessive growth of voltage on the

capacitors bank of a DC/DC drive FC and a three-phase

DC/AC half-bridge two-level PWM inverter. A three-phase

inverter (Fig. 3) with 1200 V/100A parameters can be used

to build a drive FC for an induction motor (or PMSM) of

power up to approx. 50 kW assuming a 3 9 400 V/50 Hz

supply voltage.

The control of drive FC is carried out using the

description of voltage, current or magnetic flux spatial

vector control in signal processors. Induction/synchronous

motor speed can be controlled by using changing the fre-

quency of the inverter. The motor control can be done by

TMS320F2812 DSP Controller, Fig. 4. This controller is

used to generate the PWM pulses (DSP 2020).

4 Charging high capacity and big power Ev
batteries

For the Li-ion type LFP200AHA battery cell (GW 2020)

with the following parameters: Vbn = 3.2 V (from 20 to

100% SOC—State Of Charge) and Qno = 200 Ah, it is

possible to build a battery pack by connecting cells in

series to determine the voltage of the battery set and in

parallel to increase the capacity of the set.

With a series connection of 100 cells, a set of 100 cells

multiplied by 3.2 V is obtained, giving the nominal voltage

of the battery set equal to Vzbn = 320 V and capacity

Qzbn1 = 200 Ah. By connecting 4 chains of 100 cells in

parallel, the final battery set 100c4ch with the parameters

800Ah/320 V is get, which gives the 256kWh capacity of

this set. An equivalent diagram of an EV battery with a

DC/DC charging converter is shown in Fig. 5.

According to Fig. 5, a DC/DC converter with a mini-

mum power of approx. P (1C) = 282 kW should be used to

charge the battery set in 1 h with 1C current or with a

power of 846 kW to charge the battery in about 20 min.

with 3C current. The possibility to charge an EV battery

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of a power integrated circuit including a

rectifier and an 100A/1200 V two-level inverter (Fuji Electric 2020)

Fig. 4 Realization in the DSP TMS320F2812 of space oriented flux

vector (FOC) control method of PMSM drive converter

Fig. 5 Model of 100c4ch (800Ah/320 V/256kWh) battery set made of

the Li-ion cells LPF200AHA with DC/DC converter powered from

600 V DC microgrid (Marra 2013; Anseán et al. 2009)
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with 3C current depends on its cooling capability, as the

losses during charging (Ps = Rzb�Izb2) increase three times

to 3 9 5 kW = 15 kW. During continuous operation and

while charging the battery, its temperature may not exceed

65 �C (GW 2020).

Different strategies are used to charge EV batteries, e.g.

Constant Current (CC) 3C (20–80% SOC) and Constant

Voltage (CV) 80–100% SOC or charging with 10C current

pulse (20–80% SOC). A compromise should be found

between charging time and battery temperature.

The equivalent internal resistance Rzb of the battery

pack intended to estimate charging power loses, can be

determined based on the equivalent resistance of a single

cell Rb. Several methods for determining Rb are known

(Marra et al. 2012). The authors of this paper propose a

method based on reading the cell charging voltage value at

1C and 3C charging currents, which is given in the cata-

logue card (Danfoss 2016; Fuji Electric 2020). Charging

voltages for the Li-ion cells of the LFP200AHA type are

linearly approximated and presented in Fig. 6.

Based on the reading voltages for 50% SOC, from Fig. 6

the equivalent internal resistance Rb of the single cell can

be calculated (1):

Rb ¼
DUb

DIb
¼

Ub3C 50%SOCð Þ � Ub1C 50%SOCð Þ
Ib 3Cð Þ 50%SOCð Þ � IbL 1Cð Þ 50%SOCð Þ

¼ 0:15V

400A

¼ 0:375mX ð1Þ

where:

Rb—equivalent resistance of a single cell,

DUb—difference of cell voltages for 3C and 1C charg-

ing currents,

DIb—difference of cell charging currents 3C (600A) and

1C (200A), respectively.

Then the equivalent resistance Rzb of the 100c4ch bat-

tery set is equal to (2):

Rzb ¼
Rb � 100

4
¼ 0:375mX � 100

4
¼ 9:375mX ð2Þ

5 Drive Fcs as Dc/Ac/Dc converters for fast
battery charging

Drive FCs are commonly used in the industrial drives for

AC motors. The authors examined the possibility of their

application for fast charging of EV batteries in mobile

work machines. In Fig. 7 the main components of the AC/

DC/AC industrial converter for controlling the torque and

speed of the drive shaft of AC motors is presented. The

drive FC can be powered from a three-phase AC network

or a 600 V DC microgrid (Fig. 1) (Danfoss 2020). When

powering the FC from a DC microgrid, the input diode

rectifier is not used. It can be used to rectify the AC voltage

produced by the PWM inverter and charge the EV battery

with regulated DC voltage. Controlling the PWM modu-

lation factor value provides the possibility of obtaining DC

voltage less than the DC microgrid voltage. Adjusting the

value of the rectified voltage allows the implementation of

the strategy of CC and CV battery charging or pulse

charging (Collin et al. 2019).

As shown in Fig. 7, the use of a rectifier to rectify the

voltage of the PWM inverter does not create additional

costs for designing an EV fast charging station. The effi-

ciency of the DC/AC/DC converter charging an EV battery

is not tested here. Nevertheless, it should be expected that it

can be even higher compared to the AC/DC/AC drive

converter supplying the motor, as there is no loss on the

inverter’s freewheeling diodes during battery charging.

There is no reactive current component during battery

charging, that why inverter’s freewheeling diodes are not

used here. The motor contains the current reactive com-

ponent (freewheeling diodes current) of the inverter and the

active component (current of the inverter power transis-

tors). The reactive component of the induction motor’s

current builds a magnetic flux coupling the magnetic field

generated in the stator with the magnetic field generated in

the motor rotor.

Fig. 6 Linear approximated Li-ion cell voltages of the LFP200AHA

type for the 20%-100% SOC range when charged at 1C and 3C

Fig. 7 The drive FC powered from the DC 600 V microgrid serving

two functions: motor power supplying (S55 contactor switched-on)

and fast EV battery charging
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6 Simulation tests of the model of DC/AC/
DC converter for EV battery charging

To check the possibility of using the components of the

drive FC to create a DC/AC/DC converter supplying an EV

battery by DC voltage, the model shown in Fig. 8 was

built. A PWM inverter is supplied from a 600 V DC

voltage network with a measuring system for analyzing the

phase voltage UP, phase-to-phase voltage UPP and inverter

CM voltage. The diode rectifier is loaded with EV battery

200Ah/320 V/64kWh and CM voltage is measuring after

the rectifier V2.

The DC/AC/DC converter can be created using power

integrated circuits with the structure shown in Fig. 3. The

inverter from Fig. 8 performs sinusoidal PWM modulation,

where the frequency of the modulating sinusoid is fs-
= 500 Hz and the frequency of the triangular carrier wave

fo = 10 9 500 Hz = 5 kHz. The model of control panel is

shown in Fig. 9.

In the simulation tests of the DC/AC/DC converter

model, selected converter voltages and currents were tested

while charging the EV battery.

Adjusting the modulation factor M ensures the constant

current charging of the EV battery. The rectified voltage

VB (Fig. 8) also depends on this factor. With the battery

charging current AM2 = 200A, M = 7.1 (Fig. 10b), the

battery charging voltage VB = 328 V was obtained.

Increasing the frequency of the three-phase PWM wave

output voltage to 500 Hz provides a negligible small share

of the alternating component in the rectified voltage of

battery charging.

Figure 11 shows the CM voltage curve of the PWM

inverter and its amplitude spectrum with a modulation

factor.

Fig. 8 The DC/AC/DC converter model for fast charging of EV batteries

Fig. 9 Graph of control states of the inverter of a DC/AC/DC

converter model from Fig. 8a for PWM sinusoidal modulation
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M = 7.1 (Fig. 9). The amplitude spectrum presented in

Fig. 11b contains low order harmonics of CM voltage. At

M close to zero, the CM voltage has a waveform close to a

square wave (Szymanski et al. 2020; Kempski and

Smolenski 2006). Therefore, capacitive ground leakage

currents may occur. Placing the inverter and rectifier in the

one integrated circuit will significantly reduce the parasitic

ground capacities and thereby reduce the parasitic ground

leakage currents.

The EV battery charging points can be located away

from drive FCs. When using the rectifier away from the

inverter, techniques that minimize the effects of CM volt-

age should be used. That issue is discussed in (Szymanski

et al. 2020; Pairodamonchai and Sangwongwanich 2011;

Szymanski and Zurek-Mortka 2020).

7 Laboratory tests of the Dc/Ac/Dc
converter for Ev battery charging

To confirm the simulation tests, a DC/AC/DC converter

was built using a drive FC with a 6-diode rectifier con-

nected to the PWM inverter. The 3 kW/3 9 400 V/50 Hz

low voltage drive FC was driven according to the settings:

f0 = 5 kHz, fs = 500 Hz, IAC-lim = 4A. The rectifier was

loaded with resistance enabling it to exceed the inverter

load current set. The inverter of the drive FC automatically

reduced the modulation factor M and thus stabilized the

current at the setpoint IAC-lim = 4A by matching the recti-

fied voltage.

Fig. 10 Selected voltages and

current of EV battery charging

in simulation tests of the DC/

AC/DC converter model: a
inverter control voltage, where

M = 7.1, b DC voltage V1, VB,

EVB and battery charging

current AM2 (according to

Fig. 8b)

Fig. 11 CM voltage of PWM inverter:a waveform, b amplitude

spectrum with sinusoidal modulation and modulation factor M = 7.1
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Figure 12a shows the programmed current value, IAC-

lim = 4A, which is maintained during the battery charging

by the inverter. Figure 12b shows a drive FC outputs (5)

connected to a fast 6-diode rectifier (3) with DC chokes and

capacitors on the constant voltage side (2) of the rectifier.

The experimental results from Fig. 13a and b was mea-

sured by current probe (4).

Figure 13a shows that at a given current value of IAC-

lim = 4A in the drive FC, on the constant voltage side of

rectification, the maximum IDC = 5.5A current can be

maintained with load resistances lower than 91X, by

automatic adjustment of the effective value of the basic

harmonic of the inverter phase-to-phase voltage. Fig-

ure 13b shows that the current limit is still maintained at

the expense of reducing the voltage to value 320 V. The

experiment confirmed the results of simulation tests.

8 Conclusion

The extension of drive FCs to the additional battery

charging functionality of EVs and mobile electric work

machines allows the distribution of battery charging sta-

tions, especially in the industrialized areas. Existing con-

verter electric drives can be adapted for battery charging.

Drive FCs for controlling induction motors are today

devices using integrated circuits for the construction of

power circuits and control circuits. They are commonly

used in the industrial drives of induction motors. The

widespread occurrence of drive FCs prompted the authors

to modify them for the needs of fast and ultra-fast charging

stations for EV batteries.

Summing up the conducted simulation research, it

should be stated that it is possible to build a high-efficiency

DC/AC/DC converter for EV fast and ultra-fast charging

based on drive FCs. Using the drive converter power

supply system and the converter itself to create an EV

battery charging station does not cause large costs.

This paper demonstrates the possibility of adapting drive

FCs to the needs of EV batteries charging. After using a

rectifier attached to the drive inverter, a DC voltage source

with adjustable value was obtained in such a way that a

constant current of battery charging was ensured. The

software functions of drive FCs are used here to shape the

inverter voltage characteristics and thus the value and

quality of the rectified voltage. The use of rectification and

inverter implemented in the one power integrated circuit

eliminates the negative side effects of the inverter CM

voltage.
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Fig. 12 Drive FC as a DC/AC/DC converter for charging EV batteries

with DC: a the output current value programmed in the drive FC, b

fast 6-diode rectifier for rectifying the three-phase voltage of the

PWM inverter with a 500 Hz basic harmonic and a 5 kHz carrier

frequency

Fig. 13 Voltage and current of the DC/AC/DC converter rectification

load from Fig. 12 for various load resistances: a maximum rectifier

output voltage 500 V at stabilized current at IDC = 5.5A, Rload = 91X,
b reduced rectified voltage to 320 V with reduced load resistance to

58X, IDC = 5.5A
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